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Shades of Green: Vegan Arrogance

By APRIL EHRLICH 
Published: February 17, 2010

I don’t know why I took my vegan friend camping with me and my family. You’d think a vegan would know
better than to trek off on a week-long vacation without an endless supply of trail mix or dried edamame, or
whatever it is that vegans live off of when they’re on the road.

What can I say – she seemed open-minded to new things. We both liked spicy Indian food, backpacking
through foreign lands and camping in the wilderness.

Little did I know that she wasn’t as open-minded as I thought.

My dad broke a sweat every time it came to cooking up a meal.

“Do you want cereal? Potatoes? Is it okay if I put cheese on the eggs – do you eat eggs?”

She wouldn’t eat a damned thing. She’d rather starve than eat horrid, lowly camping food.

“Look at these crackers,” she pointed to the ingredients list. “Contains chicken broth. See, things you don’t
even expect contain animal ingredients.”

“Oh,” I said disconcertingly as I nibbled on the crackers that my dad so enthusiastically provided with hummus.

What was I to do? I don’t like consuming meat just as much as the next vegetarian, but this was my dad’s food,
and he wanted more than anything for us to have a good time. He glanced over at us sitting by the bowl of
crackers and hummus.

“What’s wrong? You don’t like it?” His heart was broken.

The girl could have brought her own food if she didn’t want to torture my family and I with her snobbish
remarks regarding our eating habits. Unfortunately, I think that’s what she enjoyed most about it. She sat high
up on that throne of “I’m-better-than-you-because-I-love-animals-more.”

Don’t get me wrong, I greatly respect those upholding veggie diets; they are both healthier and less detrimental
to the environment. Still, somehow along the lines the morality and meaning behind meatless meals have been
turned into some trendy competition.

So, who’s better than who? I don’t eat red meat, so I must be better than you. Well, I don’t eat ANY meat, so
I’m better. Well, I don’t eat any meat OR dairy. So?! I don’t eat any meat OR dairy OR anything that’s not
organic OR anything with preservatives. I ONLY EAT RAW VEGETABLES. SO THERE. I WIN.

Touché, my friend. You don’t get to enjoy any culinary aspects of the world’s many cultures. You most
definitely win.

“The Colbert Report” recently featured a book called “Eating Animals” by Jonathon Safran Foer. During the
interview, Foer noted that it would have been okay to eat a hot dog fifty years ago because those farm animals
weren’t ridden with antibiotics or forcefully reproduced through artificial insemination. In fact, today’s farm
animals are so deformed that they can’t reproduce sexually, even if they wanted to.

OK, thanks Foer, I’ll never eat another animal again. That’s fine. There are too many people in this country
demanding a hamburger for breakfast, lunch and dinner, thus giving way to mass reproduction of meat. It’s
efficient to forcefully feed and breed cows, then fluff up their carcasses with preservatives and chemicals to
provide enough patties for McDonald’s customers everywhere.

By avoiding meat, you’re avoiding many bodily diseases such as cancer and obesity, while at the same time
decreasing the demand for torturing all the helpless Bessies in this cruel, hungry world.

Good job.

But when the time comes to enjoy something cultural, or if a family cooks a meal for you, it’s offensive and
snobbish to deny the offer. Basically, nobody is going to shoot you on site for eating an egg or maybe a piece
of chicken every now and again.
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19 Responses to “Shades of Green: Vegan Arrogance”

Chuck in Winnipeg says:
February 17, 2010 at 9:26 pm

Goodness gracious, how old is the person who wrote this incredibly ill-informed peice?

Regardless whether you know it or not it is very offensive for you to presume that its alright to offer an

egg or piece of chicken because of what you have been indoctrinated to believe. You only eat meat and

are the insensitive monster you are because of what you have been taught, nothing more than that. You

are correct we would rather starve than eat what you eat, so maybe you should ask yourself why that is.

The fact that you are so insensitive that you actually believe ones conviction arent important to them,

speaks volumes about the kind of person you are, and the codes you live by. Do you prostitute yourself

to be nice, as you require of others, or do you hold your ground about what you believe in. Are you a

hypocrite or just not very understanding of others?

Your story sucked because it was like reading the rantings of a young modern day Archie Bunker.

Ward Chanley says:
February 17, 2010 at 11:41 pm

Well, a couple of things, here.

If your family is offering your roommate, who you’ve openly described as a vegan, eggs or cheese,

they’re either a) monumentally not getting it, or b) simply ignoring her ethical concerns. Having been a

vegan for years, at this point, I can tell you that the latter happens far more than the former.

Did you bother explaining to your Dad that your roommate doesn’t eat animal products? If you did, why

did he offer her cheese and eggs to begin with?

Past a certain point, it becomes pointless to have to keep re-explaining to people who will not listen, or

attempt to understand, that I do not eat ANY animal products, and I do not use any animal products to

the extent that I’m able as an ethical matter. It doesn’t ultimately matter whether other folks agree with,

disagree with, or are entirely neutral about that ethical position. What matters here is the apparent

disregard for that ethical position.

It seems to me that you’re looking for reasons to paint your roommate as haughty and superior, rather

than even making an attempt to see things from her perspective.

Should she have brought her own food? Probably. That’s what I do, in these situations, because

experience has taught me that most people aren’t going to get it, and aren’t going to try to.

But if you presented this camping trip in such a way that she was under the impression that you’d make

reasonable accommodation for her veganism, and then you *didn’t do that*, it’s not surprising that she

reacted negatively.

Bea Elliott says:
February 17, 2010 at 11:57 pm

“Basically, nobody is going to shoot you on site for eating an egg or maybe a piece of chicken

every now and again.”

Ah… But it seems one may get shot for refusing to eat an egg or a piece of chicken (carcass)!

Not “every now and then” but always, there’s the matter of maintaining consistency in one’s values. I

understand a juvenille’s perspective probably wouldn’t get that – But rest assured your (ex)friend’s moral

compass is well aligned… Her independent and just food choices prove that.

Tony Bishop-Weston says:
February 18, 2010 at 12:15 am

Vegans should learn to cook

You are right. To go into the wild without a) A back pack full of food or B) A degree in wild foods for the

modern hunter gatherer and a copy of Lost: The Survival Guide is dimwitted.

I went into Utah camping, red dust for days in each direction. After 5 days we still had a cold beer and a

little chocolate vegan ice cream left. Admittedly we had a family sized coolbox stuffed full for just two of

us but the vultures and Cyotes gave up after day two when we made margharitas and it was clear we

wern’t going to starve this side of Christmas.

Ward Chanley says:
February 18, 2010 at 12:25 am

Hey Bea (we’re stalking each other, as usual, hehe). That really is the rub, here, isn’t it? Why

shoudn’t an ethical vegan make a little wiggle room in her ethics, just to make things easier for a family

of twits who apparently think vegan ethics are something we ought to disregard on a whim – for the sake

of not “offending” other humans.

Well, here’s a news flash, kiddo: some of us really are vegan for reasons that have to do with *animals,*

and not some sense of impressing you with our superiority. If you believe that animals are not ours to

use, it simply doesn’t matter – in the least – that you or your family got your knickers into a bunch

because we vegans won’t fudge and have “just a little” eggs or chicken, now and again.

What the author is desperately begging for here, is equivalent to demanding ethical wiggle room on, say,

abusing her dog or her cat, for my personal entertainment. I mean, hey, I enjoy torturing animals for fun,

and it’s my cultural experience to do that to family pets, so really, you shouldn’t react at all negatively to

my desire to harm YOUR dog or YOUR cat.

Can you begin to see, Ms. Ehrlich, why your assumptions here are offensive?

gru says:
February 18, 2010 at 1:41 am

I understand the writer’s point here. i have seen vegetarian people who will raise their noses

if they see someone eating meat. They pump themselves with the feelings that they are doing a great act

by not eating meat. Indeed it is a good act of compassion but at the same time those vegeatrains/vegan

are doing equally wrong by having an inflated ego or sense of greatness on the grounds of maintaing

vegetarian eating habit. Even Buddha the enlightened one when was offered meat he took it and ate it

with love. Because he knew a dietary rule can be bent sometimes to not break hearts. What counts in

life is love beyond all reasons and sharing. A clean heart is way to God not any strict diet.

Allen Sneed says:
February 18, 2010 at 4:50 am

As if hurting someone’s itty bitty baby feelings can compare to scalding an animal alive,

slitting her throat or cramming her in a cage so small she can’t even spread her wings for her entire life.

And why should your vegan friend respect your dad’s “culture” and dietary choices when he, and you,

obviously don’t respect hers? Hypocrite.

Anton says:
February 18, 2010 at 5:09 am

Gru…

Come on man… you can’t expect someone with a stance on anything to compromise on it. I agree to the

extent that this girl should’ve brought her own food and been very gracious and nice about it all.

However, I’m a vegan and I wouldn’t have eaten the stuff. I always tell people not to account for me

when we do things because I don’t want to have to face that situation where someone doesn’t notice

that something isn’t vegan. I always feel terrible in those situations. I’m all for a vegan quietly minding

their own business with food in those settings, but I don’t ever think they should have to eat something

that’s against their beliefs.

Ian says:
February 18, 2010 at 6:13 am

I am looking forward to the next article about the arrogance of people who have given up

racism and think that they are all morally superior with their integrated lunch counters and by voting

alongside people of different races without objection. Snobs.

Ward Chanley says:
February 18, 2010 at 7:35 am

Gru,

You said:

“I understand the writer’s point here. i have seen vegetarian people who will raise their noses if they see

someone eating meat. They pump themselves with the feelings that they are doing a great act by not

eating meat.”

That’s possibly what’s happening here, but that really does leave out important details. Here’s what’s

ALSO happening according to Ms. Ehrlich’s own post:

Her father, presumably having had it explained to him that the roommate was *vegan*, repeatedly

offered her roommate animal products:

““Do you want cereal? Potatoes? Is it okay if I put cheese on the eggs – do you eat eggs?

…

“What’s wrong? You don’t like it?” His heart was broken.”

Despite what Ehrlich may wish to tell herself, her father’s hurt feelings aren’t what really matters, here.

It’s blatantly obvious (to me, anyway) that this particular camping trip was presented to the vegan ex-

friend in one way (sure, it’s no problem that you’re vegan – we respect that), and what actually

happened was far different. Ehrlich more than hints at this attitude HERSELF when she closes her piece

with this:

“But when the time comes to enjoy something cultural, or if a family cooks a meal for you, it’s offensive

and snobbish to deny the offer. Basically, nobody is going to shoot you on site for eating an egg or

maybe a piece of chicken every now and again.”

No, what’s actually offensive is the expectation from many omnivores that our ethics are something we

ought to discard to *suit you.* Most of us who ARE actually vegan aren’t doing it to make you feel bad

about yourselves. Many of you *may do so*, but that really should be telling you something: stop eating

animal products.

mandi says:
February 18, 2010 at 8:32 am

So you think that your friend should compromise her ethics and moral standing just to make

you and your family happy?

If you are going to invite a vegan somewhere at least try to be a little accommodating instead of

assuming they will drop all of their beliefs because they weren’t provided with better options. You should

also probably research the vegan lifestyle because you obviously know nothing about it.

If I was your friend I would never speak to you again.

Alvin says:
February 18, 2010 at 8:44 am

I love how the vegans don’t get it. Apparently, horrible meat eaters, you know, the ones who

listen to the evolutionary traits given to humans, are supposed to abandon THEIR habits when a vegan

is in their presence. OR, she could have brought her own food instead of expecting everyone else to

bend to her will. Sheesh. The author is right, I haven’t yet met a vegan who doesn’t come off as stuck

up.

Judith says:
February 18, 2010 at 8:47 am

I don’t eat animals, EVER and I never leave on any kind of trip without bringing my own food.

That way I have enough to eat and I can share my vegan food with other people and show them that its

the best thing you can do for your body, the planet and the animals; it’s also cheap, easy and delicious

to be vegan.

Veganism is not a competition, it’s a moral baseline. Being vegan is the least I can do to help make the

world a place worth living in.

Thanks for the story. It brings attention to the problems faced by vegans when it comes to dealing with

people who don’t understand what it means to live your ethics every day of your life.

Dhaval Mehta says:
February 18, 2010 at 8:48 am

The girl should have been better prepared with her own food.

Offering meat to a vegetarian can be likened to offering a friendly beer to a recovering alcoholic. It’s

actually 100,000 times more serious than that, but that’s the best I can think of to give you the “cultural”

perspective.

Would your dad be upset if that were the case too?

Carrie says:
February 18, 2010 at 8:49 am

I agree with many of the comments above, and find the writer to be insulting, inconsiderate,

and ill-educated as well as arrogant in her OWN beliefs.

One thing that’s not been mentioned yet in the comments: This line—”You don’t get to enjoy any culinary

aspects of the world’s many cultures.”—shows an utter lack of understanding of the fact that many of

the world’s cultures (including the oldest and richest ones, such as Indian and Asian) are inherently

vegetarian. Many people in these cultures with traditions of Hinduism, Buddhism, and Jainism eschew

animal products under the precepts of non-violence, non-harming, and love and compassion for all

beings.

Your friend did not make her choice to annoy you and your father, and the world does not revolve

around you. Your friend also will not be forced to only eat celery for the rest of her life: If you took care

to get to know the vegan lifestyle (if only out of respect for your friend) you’d see that it in fact opens up

a whole world of culinary delights.

But it appears you’re too closed-minded to try to understand any perspective other than your own. What

a shame.

InAGaddaDaVegan says:
February 18, 2010 at 9:26 am

So… basically you invited your vegan friend on a camping trip assuming that she would stop

being vegan while she was with you?

And you’re calling HER arrogant?

Your friend must have trusted you a lot, that she didn’t feel she would need to bring her own food –

obviously a big mistake on her part. She probably also didn’t expect you to write a piece talking about

how “arrogant” she was not to eat what you should have known she would not eat. You’ve taught her

some valuable life lessons.

MBT says:
February 18, 2010 at 9:32 am

I don’t understand what all the outrage is about. The writer and her family invited the friend

along as a guest and tried their best to accommodate her. They were good hosts by whatever measure.

In response, she was rude. I’d be pretty offended myself. If the friend wasn’t prepared to bring her own

food, she shouldn’t have come on the trip. It’s unrealistic to expect nonvegans to anticipate and

accommodate the restrictions of a vegan diet, especially in a situation such as camping, and yet the

writer and her family clearly tried.

And it does seem that the writer is trying to educate herself, but it’s funny how heavy-handed moralizing

can get in the way of one’s attempts to be open-minded.

beforewisdom says:
February 18, 2010 at 10:07 am

No disrespect to April  Ehrlich, but I think her essay( Not Ehrlich) is superficial.

I agree that her ex-roommate should have thought about or discussed the food situation before the

camping trip. I also agree that her ex-roommate was rude.

BUT –

How groups, teams and jobs has everyone belong to? Would it be fair to all of those groups to make a

rant about “those people” based on the poor behavior of one or two of those people in those groups? Or

paint everyone in those groups with the same brush?

I think that is what Erlich is trying to do on some level. If not, why mention it?

Another point. Veganism is an ethical belief. One of the ideas behind an ethical belief is that you keep

with it, even when it is inconvenient. Erlich’s ex-roommate probably should have left the camping trip, but

for Erlich to suggest that her ethical beliefs be suspended for a social occasion is in my view superficial.

Lastly, factory farms don’t exist because of people eating hamburgers 3 times a day as Erlich put it.

Factory farms exist because Americans demand a certain amount of milk, eggs and meat ( beef,

chicken, pork, fish ) at a certain price.

The only way to produce those things at that price, in enough quantity and make a profit is to use

factory farms.

If you don’t like it, don’t use those products and stop trying to paint everyone who cares with the brush

of one immature and rude ex-roommate.

Veganacious says:
February 18, 2010 at 10:08 am

Perhaps the writer is the one missing the cultural appreciation?
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